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ABSTRACT. A study is made of the propagation of ion-acoustic whistlers in the

atmosphere including the effects of negative ions. The dispersion relation, phase and

group velocities of whistlers are discussed. It is shown that the presence of

negative ions introduces a critical frequency which, for equal ionic masses, is equal

to the ion-cyclotron frequency. Special attention is given to the group travel time

of whistlers at mid-latitude and equator so that the role of negative ions on the

group travel time can be determined. The cyclotron damping of whistlers in the

presence of negative ions has been studied. The velocity distribution, total

attenuation and the induced magnetic field are calculated from the temporal as well as

spatial cyclotron damping. It is suggested that the attenuation of whistlers may

cause heating of the ionosphere. It is also indicated that the measurement of the

group travel time from its source to the observer at the satellite would help to

diagnose the ionospheric parameters. The results of the analysis are presented by

several graphical presentations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Considerable studies have been made on the propagation and generation of

ioncyclotron waves in multicomponent plasmas and in the ionosphere. Gurnett and his

associates [I-2] have made an investigation of proton whistlers and discussed the use

of whistlers for diagnostic purposes in the }onosphere. Several authors including Das
and Uberoi [3-4] have also considered the role of negative ions on low-frequency waves

in different problems in the ionosphere and in the laboratory plasmas.
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Ir spite of these investigations, various aspects of ion-acoustic whistlers in

the ionosphere in the presence of negative ions have not yet receivc full attention.
The main purpose of this paper is to consider a plasma model that includes the effect
of negative ions, and to calculate the group travel time for the whistlers observed at
the equator and at the mid-latitude. In this study, we assume that the ratio of the

total number of negative ions to the positive ions is less than unity, and it varies

from 0.0 to 0.5 in the ionosphere. The dispersion relation, phase and group
velocities of whistlers are discussed in some detail. It is shown that the presence
of negative ions introduces a critical frequency which, for equal ionic masses, is

equal to the ion-cyclotron frequency. Special attention is given to the group travel

time of whistlers at mid-latitude and the equator. Special attention is given to the
cyclotron damping of whistlers in the presence of negative ions. The velocity
distribution, total attenuation and the induced magnetic field are calculated from the

temporal as well as spatial cyclotron damping. This study reveals that the
attenuation of whistlers may cause heating of the ionosphere. The measurement of the
group travel time from its source to the observer at the satellite would help to
diagnose the ionospheric parameters. Results of this analysis arP presented by
several graphical presentations.

2. ASSUMPTIONS AND BASIC EQUATIONS
We assume that the ionosphere consists of several species of positive ions

(subscript ’i’) having mass mi; velocity v and number density n and the negative

ions (subscript ’j’) of mass mj; velocity vj; and number density nj. The correspond-

ing quantities for electrons (subscript ’e’) are, me Ve and ne. The basic system of

equations governing the dynamics of ionospheric plasma are given in usual notations

(Stix [7]):
n
@t + div (n v_a) 0 (2.1)

Bv q-Bt + (v-a’v) v_ m--[E_ + (v_xH)]_ (2.2)

v H_ - + --6- (2.3)

vxE- IBH
c Bt (2.4)

v.H=O

v _E 4 7. n q (2.5)

where _J z na qa v_x,, i, j, e’, q represents the charge of the species of the

plasma.
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3. DISPERSION EELATION, PHASE AND GROUP VELOCITIES
We consider the propagation of whistler wave in the direction which makes an

a.qle e with the uniform static magnetic field _H (O,O,Ho). We make an assumption

that all perturbed quantities vary as exp[i(_k._r-mt)]. Making reference to Stix [7],
and using the above equations, we obtain the general dispersion relation in the form

A n
4 B n2 + C 0 (3.1)

ck
where n Inl I111 is the refractive index of the wave and it is the ratio of the

velocity of light to the phase velocity,

A S sin20 + P cos2B (3.2)

B RL sin2o + PS (1+cos2)

C PRL, S 1/2 (R+L), D 1/2 (R-L)

(3.3)

(3.4abc)

2 2P }1 ( /m) (3.5)
a P

2 2 2

Pi Pj PeL I i (-i)- j -(/j’ (+e (3.6)

2 2 2

Pi Pj PeR 1 }ii ’(+ai)’- JZ (-aj) - (3.7)

2
2 4noe q H0p m a l"cm (3.8ab)

q e for ions, q -e for electrons and negative ions. All these symbols have

their usual meaning.

It is noted that the dispersion relation (3.1) is modified so that the ion

cyclotron whistler propagates almost along the geomagnetic field and it approximately

tends to the ion cyclotron frequency. Under these conditions, the earlier derivation

of group travel time receives major contributions from the left circularly polarized

(LCP) wave as compared to the contributions of the right circularly polarized (RCP)
wave and finally the RCP-wave’s contributions have been neglected. In our present

model, the contributions of both LCP and RcP waves to the group travel time are taken

into account. The characteristics of variation of the phase velocity of both RCP and

LCP waves against the variation of normalized wave frequency are shown in Figures 1

and 2. In this model, the plasma is assumed to contain the ions (H+, H) and (H+, H-)
in order to show the negative ion effects on the phase velocities and also to compare
with the results obtained in plasmas with only positive ions (dotted lines). In
moderately dense plasmas, the negative ions have significant effects on the phase

velocity. Furthermore, due to addition of negative ions, it is seen that, for each
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extra negative ion, an extra resonance as well as a cut-off frequency are introduced.

Consequently, there is always an extFa stop-bnd in the RCP-wave. The resonance

angle, 0 of the wave is given byr

tan2O r -(P/S) (3.9)

For the frequency near any ath ion cyclotron frequency, result (3.9) reduces to

the form

tan2O 2 I Am (3.10)

where x na/ne, m me/ms and Am m.

Now for an ion cyclotron whistler, (--) can never be found less than 5xlO-3 at

the minimum values of (h-). The resonance angle is approximately equal to . But,

for O , it could occur only near the equator. The satellite observations show that

a very few whistlers are found near the equator as compared with the occurrence rates

at. mid-latitude [8]. So it is required to impose an appropriate condition

tan2O << tan2O r, to study the whistlers at mid-latitude. Two cases are of special

interest"

Case I. 0 0
r

Using the condition tan2O << tan2O the general dispersion relation (3 I)r’
reduces for the mid-latitude whistlers to the form

4 2n cos e n2S(l+cos2O) + RL 0 (3.11)

This gives two modes of the refractive index n-

S(l+cs2e)+-{S2(1-cs2)2-4D2cs2E)}1/2 (3.12ab)n ,2 2cos2

Due to the addition of extra ions, the circularly polarized waves would have a

critical frequency at which polarization reversal may occur [7]. The addition of

negative ions in the plasma will introduce a critical frequency which, for equal ionic

masses, is equal to the ion-cyclotron frequency. So the expression D in (3.4c) must

be zero at this frequency. Consequently, the refractive indices (3.12ab) assume the

values

n I (R+L)/cos20 n2 (R+L) (3.13ab)

where the expressions for R(m) and L(m) are given by

m2 m2
Pj PiR() (_)- t() (_) (3.14ab)

is the cyclotron frequency of equal ionic masses and hence . .
j"
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We first consider the refractive index involving the propagdtion angle e. The
mathematical analysis for the other mode follows simply by putting o 0o. The

refractive index of the first mode is then simplified to obtain

m2
2 (l+x) Pin

2cos20 (_m) (3.15)

where x nj/ni.
The corresponding group velocity is obtained by using the expression

Ug (L c [1+( F 2]1/2ann+m
(3.16ab)

as

Ug U
0 U (3.17)

where UG" c V.,__,_m,312 UG UlU0 (3 18ab)(’--IZ)
Pi

U0 [ !+x
2 ]1/2 U secO (3.19ab)

2cos 0

Using the expression for Ug from (3.17), we make a plot of normalized group
refractive index Pg/(m /) where the group refractive index p c/!Ugl) against the

Pi r g

variation of the normalized frequency of the wave in Figure 3. The results are then

compared with Gurnett and Shawhan’s [2] result given by the dotted line for a plasma

containing only the positive ion. It is seen that an appreciable variation of ug
occurs with the variation of the negative ion-concentration. We also plot the ratio

Ug/U0 as a function of x (the ratio of the concentration of negative ions to positive

ions) in Figure 4.
Case II. o o

r
At the equator the angle o is nearer to the resonance angle o So we can modifyr"

the general dispersion relation (3.1) as:

n2 RLS
D2cos2B+S2 (3.20)

m2 m2
where S (l+x) m-(R---), D (x-I) m(._m) (3.21ab)

Following earlier assumptions i.e. the wave frequency nearly equals the ion cyclotron
frequency, the refractive index assumes the form"

2

n2 2(l+x)x mPi
(l+x)2+(l_x)2cos2o (3.22)
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Now expanding eouation (3.22) about , in trms of . - ano neglectino the higher

order terms on the parameter A/C2, the refractive index reduces to the form

2

2 2(l+)xn (3.23)
(l+x)2+(]_x)2COS20

and the correspoT:ding group velocity is obtained in the form

where

U U0 VG (3.24)

Uo c ,,5(-) /2 Vm, (_m/) VG/V0 (3 25ab)
Pi

2osin2o 1/2cos

(b+acos20)2 (3.26)

)Z (3.27abc)and VO [ 2 / ]1/2 a (I-X b (l+x) 2

b+acos2B

Equation (3.25a) shows that the group velocity at the equator depends on the plasma

frequency, ion-cycletron frequency, the propagation angle 0 and the concentration of

negative iOFS. We plot the normalized group refractive index as a function of

normalized wave frequency for various concentrations in Figure 5. In Figure 6, the

variation of UQ/U0 is plotted against the variation of the propagation angle o, for

whistlers observed at the equator. We compare our results with the results obtained

in the ienosphere consisting of positive ions only [results are taken from Gurnett and

Shawhan [2]). It is shown that the effects of negative ions on the group velocity

derived for the whistlers observed at the equator.

4. THE GROUP TRAVEL TIME OF WHISTLERS
The measurement of group travel time for the whistler from its source to an

observer at the satellite is given by the line integral"

h dh (4.1)t() I u--0 g

c [1+( @n 1/2
Bn T)] (4.2)where Ug n+m --is the group velocity of the wave propagating along the path h. From the satellite

observations on the characteristics of the whistler, the integral (4.1) has been

modified. The observation reveals that the whistlers, after the formation, propagate

with a rising tone along the geomagnetic field, and the frequency of the whistler

approaches asymptotically the ion-cyclotron frequency in the ionosphere surrounding

the satellite. Due to these observational results in the earlier chosen ionospheric

model, the group travel time received a major contribution from the left circularly

polarized wave. Based on the above characteristics, the travel time is modified to
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the following form:

h dht() S --0 gL
(4.3)

where UoL is the gFoup velocity of the LCP wave. But in our present model both the

LCP and P,CP waves have contributions to the 5roup travel time and then UgL is modified

tc U lhe present study shows that earlier studies have been confined to en idealg
model of ionosphere consisting of several species of positive ions. This model may be

an ideal one in diagnosing he ionosphere, but the existence of negative ions in the

ionosphere indicates that the previously chosen model becomes purely a degenerate case

unless a preper account of negative ions is taken. Smith [9] has shown the effects of

negative ions on the study of whistler propagation in the ionosphere.

5. THE GROUP TRAVEL TIME OF THE WHISTLERS AT MID-LATITUDE
The group travel time of the mid-latitude whistler is obtained in the integral

form as:

h dht(m) I -- (5.1)
0 g

c ’(R-m) 312
where Ug (_,,l---v mp (R-m/2) (5.2)

Equation (5.1) is the working equation to employ for the whistlers observed at

mid-latitude. In order to use this equation, we now assume that the density variation

is negligibly small and the cyclotron frequency (h) varies linearly with respect to h

and so we write

(h) R(O) + h ’(0)

where (0) is the cyclotron frequency at the satellite and R’(O) is the gradient of

the cyclotron frequency to be determined from the geometry of geomagnetic field

variation. The integral equation (5.1) after a simple mathematical manipulation, can

be written as:

I a(h) mpi (h)[)]1/2d(a)
I ]312

(5.3)t() 0 A(O) ’(O)[a(h)

The negligible small variation of density allows us to take the plasma frequency out

of the integral and it then becomes easy to do further simplification to evaluate the

1() ’()
(o)[a(o)] 1/2

U (lx)1/2 and t’(m) Piwhere

c,(O)[A(O)]1/2 (5.5ab)

The quantity t(m) is the group travel time determined in our present model; we find
that t() is modified due to the presence of negative ions in the plasma. Equation

integral for t(m):
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(5.4) shows that the presence of negative ions introduces a correction factor ()1/2
to the group travel time obtained by Gurnett and Shawhan [2]. We have shown the

variation of T t(m)/t’(m) with the variation of x in Fig. 7, which shows that the

increase of the percentage of the negative ions increases the relative group travel

time.

6. THE GROUP TRAVEL TIME OF WHISTLERS AT THE EQUATOR

Substituting (3.25a) into (4.3), the gr.oup travel time of the equatorial

whistlers is obtained in the form

h
t(m) I dh

0 I (6.1)

where V [b2+2abcs20+a2cs20] (6.2)
2x r(b+acos20

Expression (6.1) for t(m) can be written in the modified form:

(o)R(o)] 1/2

Pit(m) (6 3)
v,,, (o) [(o)]1/2

A comparison of (6.3) with the result of Gurnett and Shawhan [2] reveals that the

group travel time is modified by the factor 1/V which is a function of o and the

concentration of negative ions. Figure 8 shows a plot of t()/t’() against the

concentration of the negative ions as well as with the variation of o. The variation

indicates that T* is not much changed by the propagation angle, whereas the presence
of negative ions in the ionosphere does significantly influence the variation of T*.
Equation (6.3) through dependent on the plasma frequency and cyclotron frequency is

greatly influenced by the concentration of negative ions present in the ionosphere.

7. CYCLOTRON DAMPING OF WHISTLERS AT MID-LATITUDE
As few whistlers are observed at the equator, we consider here the cyclotron

damping of the mid-latitude whistlers only. When Z some protons will have a

velocity component due to the thermal motion, and will experience a higher wave

frequency [10]. When the wave frequency becomes equal to the cyclotron frequency of

protons, then protons absorb energy by cyclotron damping. Now for a purely longitudi-

nal wave with isotropic Maxwellian velocity distribution of ions, the dispersion

relation of the LCP and RCP waves are given by
2 2

Pi Pi exp(_z2) (7.1)L I + (=) +
mikIVi

and

2 2m vr m
Pj Pj

_z2R I + (_m) + ’IkIVj exp( (7.2)

where z kV Ti Tj temperature of the i-th and j-th ions, V Vj thermal
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velocit,’ ef the i-th and j-th ions.

Substituting equation (7.1) and (7.2) in the second mode for n in equation

(3.13b), we obtain , 2
2 Upi I+ Pi exp( z 2k2c. + (-m) + (--) m-T v--- (7.3)

+ im withFor the temporal damping phenomena, we assume k is real, and m mr

lrl >> Imil Now, following Stix [7], Singh et al [11] and Das and Sur [12], we

find

mi 2+Tx)1/2 v R(O)-}[am(O)]3c
2ViPi (0’) exp[-n(0)] (7.4)

where n(h) (1-x) cZ[Am(h)]3
(o)plo)v2

(7.5)

From the expression (5.4) for group travel time of mid-latitude whistlers, we obtain

2p(o)a(o) I
7

Substituting the value of Am(O) from the equation (7.6) in the equation (7.4) the

temporal damping parameter, m is given by

m G t-3 exp[-Yt-6] (7.7)

c(0)mp (0)
]2 1 (7.8)where G [ c ’3’’ (o)

y ()2 ImPs(O)]4 R(0)I2 1 (7.9)Ti [R,(o)]6
The velocity distribution function F(v) is related to mi by the following

relation given in [13]"

22c[A(0)]5/2

mi
m (0)(0)
Pi

F(v) (7.10)

Substituting m. from equation (7.7) in equation (7.10), F(v) is obtained in the

form

F(v) M exp[-Yt-6] (7.11)

where M (1-x)1/2 I a(O) (7 12)3I2 A(o)
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+ ik with Ikrl >> Ikil the separation of real adWhen m is real and k kr
imaginary ai’ts of the expression (7.3) yields"

kr (I+_)I (7 13)
c[A(o)]1/2

and

k /V.am exp[-n(h)] (7.14)

The corresponding attenuation factor B is obtained by integrating (7.14) over the

prolagation path and has the form

B 2 Ih kidh0

(0) 2/ Vig(O)mp
() 2c2a’ (O)A(O)

exp[-n(O)] (7.15)

where A(O) << A(h) i.e. n(O) << n(h). Using A(O) from the equation (7.6) in the

expression (7.15), the value of B can be expressed as

B G’ t2 exp[-Yt-6] (7.16)

vi’ (o)
where G’ 3 (7.17)

In the absence of damping, we follow Gurnett and Brice [10], Das and Sur [12] to

obtain

; id(A)dt (7.18)

where P is the poynting flux.

But, for a constant poynting flux, TT is directly proportional to the

refractive index, that is,

IBll .1/2

ItT n () (7.19)

and from (5.4), it turns out that

(7.20)

Combining (7.19) and (7.20) and using A(O) from (7.6), the relative amplitude of the

magnetic field is obtained as

IBII (A) 1/2 t-I (7.21)
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If the cyclotron damping is included, then

a exp[.-G’ t2exp(-Yt-6) ]

Combining (7.21) and (7.22), we find that

(7.22)

BI at1 exp[_G,t2exp(_yt-6)] (7.23)

8. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
This analysis reveals that the estimation of cyclotron damping along with the

velocity distribution as well as the amplitude of the magnetic field in both cases
depend on the group travel time. To show that effects of negative ions on the damping
of whistlers v;e consider here the proton whistler data of Gurnett and Brice [10] for
which Am(O), (0) and n(H+) are 3.7 C.P.S., 410.3 C.P.S. and 12.x I03/C.C.
respectively. The plots are considered for three different temperatures 600K, 800K
and IO00K with a fixed value of x 0.1.

The variation of mi against the variation of t(m) is shown in Fig. 9. It is

clear from Fig. 9 that the temporal damping starts 3 secs. delay from the starting of
the whistler, and there is a steep rise of the damping at t 3.5 sec. The plot for
three different temperatures, shows the effective role of temperature on mi" The
maximum value of mi is independent of temperature nearly equal to 156 C.P.S. at t 5
sec.

Variation of the velocity distribution function F(v) with the variation of t(m)
is shown in Fig. 10. At t 5 sec., F(v) reaches a constant value approximately for
different temperatures. The increase of the attenuation (B) with both group travel
time and temperature is shown in Fig. 11.

The relative wave amplitude of the magnetic field is sensitive due to the nega-
tive ion effects on the whistler (Fig. 12). Fig. 12 shows a comparison of the effect
of the negative ion (solid line) with the result obtained by Gurnett and Brice [10]
(the dotted line).

The present analysis of the propagation of whistlers in the ionosphere reveals
the effect of negative ions on the estimation of the group travel time as well as
cyclotron damping of the ion-cyclotron whistlers. The plot of (Am)- against the
group travel time t(m) provides an estimation of the ion-cyclotron frequency and the
relative concentration of ions. The velocity distribution, total attenuation and the
induced magnetic field have been calculated from the temporal as well as spatial

cyclotron damping. The results of this analysis clearly show that negative ions in

the ionosphere have an effect on the technique employed to estimate the ionospheric
parameters observed both at the mid-latitude as well as at the equator. Moreover, the

present model indicates that the negative iorts should be taken into account in the

ionosphere. Otherwise, a discrepancy on the results will occur.
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Finally, the present study also needs a further extension to include the follow-

ing effects:

(i) The thermal effects in the ionospheric plasma seem to have some important

contribution to the propagation of whistlers. So a study of thermal effects

on the histler in the presence of negative ions will be made in a subse-

quent paper.

(ii) Th stream velocity of the plasma and newly born ion effects in the

ionosphere may also be taken into account. This problem may be studied in

the future.

9. POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS

(i) Group Travel Time of Whistlers

Results (5.4) and (6.3) for the group travel time represent the working equations

for determination of the physical parameters in the ionosphere. They can be used as

diagnostic tools for ionospheric studies. For such a use, it is necessary to plot

t(m) against (Am) -1/2 for several cyclotron frequencies for a set of observations. As
an example, we select an arbitrary ion-cyclotron frequency, 1 (say) and make a plot

of (Am)- against t(m). If the frequency is small compared to the actual frequency,

an upward concave line will be observed as shown in Figure 13 with the mark I. In
this case, we need to increase the cyclotron frequency and repeat the plot ()-1/2
against t() to minimize the concavity. Similarly, if we have chosen high frequency

then one will observe a downward concave line (marked by II) and leads to lower the

arbitrary cyclotron frequency. We repeat the plots with several chosen ion-cyclotron

frequencies until one should get the best straight line; the cyclotron frequency for

which we should get the straight line is the actual ion-cyclotron frequency.

Now the slope of the straight line obtained for mid-latitude and equatorial

whistlers for the actual ion-cyclotron frequency may be used to determine the relative

concentration of ions, since ’(0) can be obtained from the geometry of the
geomaQnetic field variations and m (0) may be used from the ionospheric data. Thus

Pi
the ion-cyclotron frequency and the relative concentration of ions may be obtained

through the estimation of the group travel time.

(ii) Heating of the Ionosphere
It is known that absorption of energy through attenuation of the waves is one of

the sources of changing the physical properties of the medium. The ionosphere as well

as the atmospheres of other astrophysical bodies are heated by the energy gained from

the attenuated waves. Barnes [14] showed that hydromagnetic waves become damped even

in collisionless plasma and the solar corona may be heated by this mechanism.

Bandyopadhyaya [15] pointed out that the rotational astrophysical objects plays an

important role in damping of the MHD waves and it causes heating of the rotating

stars. There are several theories to explain the heating phenomena of earth’s

ionosphere [16-20], but no theory has been proved to be unique. Recently, Murtaza and

Shukla [6] pointed out that the Landau damping of the lower hybrid waves can cause the

electron heating, whereas the ion-cyclotron waves can heat the ions preferentially,

i.e. both he plasma species could gain energy at the expense of the whistler wave.

Our present analysis for the damping of whistler waves due to nonlinear interaction

with the plasma particles in the ionosphere gives a new theoretical prediction for the
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heating of the lower ionosphere. In fact, the energy absorbed in the ionosphere due

to attenuation of whistlers is not large because the energy of whistlers is not large
in general. But under some suitable physical conditions, particularly in resonant

cases, the nonlinear absorption of energy due to damping of whistlers may be signifi-

cant and it would act as one of the important sources of heating for the earth’s

ionosphere. The heating rate by the process of nonlinear attenuation of whistlers

would be estimated in our subsequent work. It is to be mentioned here that besides

heating of the medium the damping of whistlers has also other applications. The

velocity distributions and the induced electric and magnetic fields may be estimated

from the damping rate of whistlers [11-12]. The detailed study and numerical estima-

tions of these parameters would be made in the future.
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Florida.
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Fig. 1 Variation of phase velocity square as a function of normalized wave
frequency, a/a, for H+ He- plasmas
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Fig. 2 Variation of phase velocity square as a function of normalized wave
frequency, /a for plasmas with (i) H+ H- ions and (ii) H+ ions
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Fig. 3 Variation of normalized group refractive index, ugl( la), for the whist-
Pi

lers observed at the midlatitude with the variation of normalized wave
frequency, u/R, for different values of x the rate of concentration of
negative ions to the positive ions.
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Fig. 5 Variation of normalized group refractive index, g/(Pi

1-4 1-6

/9), for the whist-

lers observed at the equator with the variation of normalized wave

frequency, m/9 for different values of x.
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Fig. 4 Plot of Ug/U0 (for midlatitude) against x, the ratio of concentration of
negative ions to the positive ions.
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Fig. 6 Plot of Ug/U0 against o for different values of negative ion concentration
at the equator.
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Fig. 7 Plot of t(m)/t’(m) against the ratio of the concentration of negative ionsto the positive ions for the midlatitude.
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Fig. 8 Plot of t(m)/t’(m) against the concentartion of negative ions as well as
with the variation of o for the whistlers at the equator.
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Variation of temporal damping rate with the group travel time.
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Fig. 12 Variation of the magnative field B with respect te the group travel timet(e) and negative ion concentration"
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Fig. 13 A-plot of (A) -I/2 versus t() for the determination of ion-cyclotron
frequency for the whistlers both at the equator and midlatitude.
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